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Abstract 
We evaluate a dozen prevailing graph-sampling techniques with an 
ultimate goal to better visualize and understand big and complex 
graphs that exhibit different properties and structures. The 
evaluation uses eight benchmark datasets with four different graph 
types collected from Stanford Network Analysis Platform and 
NetworkX to give a comprehensive comparison of various types of 
graphs. The study provides a practical guideline for visualizing big 
graphs of different sizes and structures. The paper discusses results 
and important observations from the study.   

Keywords: Big graphs, Graph sampling, Graph properties, Graph 
drawing, Visualization, Visual analytics. 

Introduction  
Graph analysis and visualization [1] has evolved into a very active 
area of research over the last several decades with applications in 
social network, security, high-performance computing, etc. 
However, as the size of a graph grows, effectively analyzing and 
displaying all of the vertices and edges becomes extremely difficult 
[2].  

Graph sampling is needed in graph analysis for several reasons. 
The first reason is visualization. Displaying even a relatively small 
graph of several thousand vertices on a screen is challenging 
because of the limit in screen size. Further, even if we could display 
all of the vertices and edges, it is often difficult to discern the 
internal structure. Sampling provides an abstract version of the 
original graph. Thus, visualizing sampling results is easier than 
visualizing the original [2]. The second reason is that analysis of a 
large graph is costly. Proper sampling approaches help us estimate 
the graph properties on a smaller sample, thereby greatly reducing 
the computational cost [3]. The third reason is incomplete graph data 
[4]. In some cases, obtaining all data for a graph is not permitted or 
is very time-consuming. Thus, we must obtain the properties of the 
graph by sampling. 

For the above reasons, sampling algorithms aims to reduce the 
complexity of graph drawing while preserving properties of the 
original graph, allowing analysis of the small sample to yield the 
characteristics similar to those of the original graph.   

While numerous graph sampling techniques have been 
proposed [5] [6], there has not been a systematic empirical 
comparison of existing methods. Practical questions often arise 
regarding which sampling method one should use for a particular 
application. To answer these questions, we need to identify graph 
properties and metrics that facilitate a fair and conclusive 
comparison of sampling approaches. In turn, we need to use these 
metrics to ascertain which sampling methods are most suitable for 
estimating specific graph properties. To reflect the diversity of real-
world graphs in this study, we choose three commonly seen graph 
types: random graphs, small-world graphs, and scale-free graphs.   

Although these three graph models are widely discussed in 
graph research, many real-world graphs are too complex to be 

sufficiently modeled by any current research approaches. We 
designed a benchmark for comparing sampling methods for artificial 
random graphs, artificial small-world graphs, artificial scale-free 
graphs, and real-world graphs. Our comparison considers two 
complementary aspects: 1) how effectively the method preserves the 
graph’s visual properties and 2) how well it preserves the graph’s 
statistical properties. We conducted our study on directed and 
undirected graphs separately and used a number of statistical 
properties for comparison. To properly compare graph sampling 
methods for visualization, we fixed the graph layout in both the 
original and sampled graphs. The visual and statistical comparison 
provided criteria for selecting sampling methods in application.  
The main contributions of our work are as follows: 
• We implemented twelve graph sampling techniques in the 
benchmark.  
• We built a benchmark for evaluating graph sampling methods 
with both visual and statistical properties. 
• We studied a number of graph data sets with the benchmark 
and analyzed the results. 

Related Work 
Existing graph sampling algorithms can be classified into three 
types: node sampling, edge sampling, and traversal-based sampling 
[5] [6] [7] [8]. Node sampling constructs subgraphs based on 
sampling vertices, often uniformly. In some cases, node sampling 
methods integrate traversal-based sampling in order to use graph 
topology information, such as random walk sampling. The 
metropolis algorithm [9] is a modified version of node sampling. It 
replaces some sampled vertices with other vertices, which often 
leads to sampled graph properties that are consistent with the 
original. Similarly, edge sampling builds a subgraph by randomly 
sampling edges. Traversal-based sampling creates subgraphs based 
on the topological information from the original graph. These 
methods do not sample vertices or edges directly but instead select 
vertices using traversal-based algorithms. Breadth-first [10], 
random walk [11] [12], and snowball sampling [11] are commonly 
used traversal-based sampling algorithms that select vertices based 
on the topological information of the graph.  

One purpose of sampling is to simplify the graph for better 
visualization. With millions or billions of vertices or edges, it is 
challenging to clearly visualize all of them. Even when the entire 
graph can be displayed, graph visibility and usability are issues [13]. 
Numerous techniques have been proposed to approach graph 
visualization, such as clustering [13], sampling [2], and special 
layout [14]. These techniques aim to reduce the overlap between 
vertices and edges. Sampling approaches improve visualization by 
sampling the original graph, resulting in fewer vertices and edges. 
Layout techniques explore vertex and edge arrangements when 
displaying graphs. Many layout techniques have been proposed, 
such as Tree layout [15] [16], 3D layout [17], hyperbolic layout [18], 
and force-directed layout [19]. Clustering reduces vertex and edge 
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overlap by replacing clusters with vertices. Two graph clustering 
techniques are vertex clustering [20] and edge clustering [21].  

Visual and Statistical Benchmark 
To build visual and statistical benchmark for sampling methods, 
several graph models and their typical degree distribution will be 
introduced, and eight undirected graph properties and nine directed 
graph properties will be presented. These properties are used for 
comparing twelve widely used sampling methods. Those sampling 
methods are also discussed in this section. Finally, we will talk about 
eight datasets used in our experiment. 

Graph Models 
We hypothesize that graph type is one of the main factors affecting 
sampling methods’ performance. Thus, we simulate three types of 
graphs in this study. The key motivation is to develop graph models 
that fit many real-world graphs. Towards this end, we use the 
random graph model, the small-world graph model, and the scale-
free graph model as well as real-world graphs. 

The degree distributions of the three graph models and a real 
social network graph are illustrated in Figure 1. We find that the real 
social network graph is a complex graph that is different from any 
theoretical models, although it shows some similarities to a small-
world graph. We apply sampling methods to the three graph models 
and the real-world graph. The details of the data are further 
discussed later in the Graph Datasets section. 

 
Figure 1. (a) Degree distribution of random graph model (blue), small-world 
graph model (red), scale-free graph model (green), and real social graph 
(magenta) with Log 2 axis. 

Graph Properties 
We use eight graph properties for comparing undirected graphs and 
nine graph properties for comparing directed graphs. For undirected 
graphs, we use the degree distribution (DD), average neighbor 
degree distribution (ANDD), degree centrality distribution (DCD), 
node betweenness centrality distribution (NBCD), edge 
betweenness centrality distribution (EBCD), local clustering 
coefficient distribution (LCCD), closeness centrality (CCD), and 
eigenvector centrality distribution (EVCD). For directed graphs, we 
use in-degree distribution (InDD), out-degree distribution (OutDD), 
in degree centrality distribution (InCD), out degree centrality 
distribution (OutCD), ANDD, NBCD, EBCD, CCD, and EVCD. 
Degree distribution is the probability distribution of a vertex’s 
degree. A vertex’s degree is the number of edges connected to that 
vertex. Degree centrality describes the importance of vertices by 
using the degree metric of the graph. The degree centrality for a 
vertex v is the fraction of vertices it is connected to. Average 
neighbor degree returns the average degree of the neighborhood of 
each vertex [22]. Betweenness centrality [23] [24] indicates the 
probability of the vertex acting as a bridge along the shortest path 
between two other vertices. Betweenness has two categories: vertex 

betweenness centrality and edge betweenness centrality. Clustering 
coefficient is a measure of how vertices in a graph cluster together. 
It includes the global clustering coefficient and the local clustering 
coefficient. Closeness centrality [25] describes how central the 
vertex is in the graph. It is defined as the reciprocal of the sum of 
the distances from all other vertices that the vertex is connected to. 
Eigenvector centrality [26] is a measure of the weight of a vertex in 
a graph. Each vertex is assigned a value based on the concept that 
connections to high-scoring vertices contribute more to the score of 
the vertex than equal connections to low-scoring vertices.  
In this paper, we use Graph-tool [27] to analyze the above graph 
properties because of its fast speed. 

Graph Sampling Methods  
Within the benchmark, we implement twelve widely used sampling 
methods. These sampling methods include random node (RN), 
random node-edge (RNE), random node-neighbor (RNN), random 
edge (RE), induced edge (IE), breadth-first (BF), depth-first (DF), 
random first (RF), snowball (SB), random walk (RW), random walk 
with escape (RWE), and forest fire (FF) sampling. For all these 
sampling methods, sampling rates are defined as the ratio between 
the edges after the sampling and before the sampling. 
 
Node Sampling 

In random node sampling, vertices are sampled randomly and 
uniformly. A subgraph is created from sampled nodes and existing 
edges of original graph. If edges that are incident to these vertices 
are uniformly included in the sample graph, then this approach is 
random node-edge sampling. If all the edges connected to these 
vertices in the original graph are sampled into subgraph, then this 
method is called random node-neighbor sampling.  
 
Edge Sampling 

In random edge sampling, edges are sampled randomly and 
uniformly, and then a subgraph is created from those edges. Induced 
edge sampling includes totally induced edge sampling and partially 
induced edge sampling. Totally induced edge sampling has two 
steps. First, it conducts random edge sampling and obtains adjacent 
vertices from these edges. Second, all edges attached to those 
vertices are sampled in a subgraph. We implement totally induced 
edge sampling in the paper. 
 
Traversal-based sampling 

Traversal-based sampling uses topology information to sample a 
subgraph. Many types of traversal-based sampling methods have 
been proposed. For example, breadth-first sampling [5] [10] is 
induced from the graph traversal algorithm breadth-first search. It 
begins with a random vertex and visits its neighbors iteratively. 
Depth-first sampling [28] is derived from the depth-first search 
algorithm. Random-first sampling [5] is similar to breadth-first 
sampling and depth-first sampling except that vertices are selected 
randomly in each iteration. Snowball sampling [11] is another 
traversal-based sampling. First, it randomly selects a starting vertex 
and puts it in the current vertex set, and then all vertices that are 
connected to any vertex in the current vertex set are chosen and put 
into the current vertex set recursively until the required number of 
vertices is selected. Random walk sampling [28] starts at a seed 
vertex, and then chooses a vertex uniformly at random from the 
neighbors of the current vertex. A subgraph is created from the 
walking paths. Random walk with escape or jump [29] [30] and 
multiple independent random walkers are proposed based on the 
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classic random walk sampling method. Forest fire sampling [7] can 
be regarded as a probabilistic version of breadth-first sampling. 
Neighbors are chosen to be added to the subgraph with probability 
p. (p  is set to 0.5 in this paper.) 

We apply these sampling methods to four types of graphs: 
scale-free graph, random graph, small-world graph, and real-world 
graphs. These graphs can be undirected or directed. 

Graph Datasets 
The datasets we used in the paper are collected from several data 
sources. The social graphs, citation graphs, email communication 
graphs, and internet graphs are downloaded from Stanford Network 
Analysis Platform (SNAP). The small-world and random graphs are 
created from NetworkX [31] via corresponding graph models. 

Table 1 summarizes the properties of the eight datasets used for 
the comparison study. 
 
Table 1: Eight test datasets and their properties 

Dataset Graph Type Model #Vertices #Edges 

Random Directed Model 10,000 100,246 

Small-World Undirected Model 10,000 21,895 

Scale-Free Directed Model 10,000 18,838 

Email Directed Real 265,214 420,045 

Citation Directed Real 34,546 421,578 

Internet Directed Real 10,876 39,994 

Facebook Undirected Real 4,039 88,234 

U.S. Flight Undirected Real 235 1,297 

Statistical Comparison 
From those graph properties mentioned above, we can obtain graph 
property distributions of vertices or edges. We evaluate the sampling 
techniques based on the comparison of the graph property 
distributions between sampling methods. A good sampling method 
should produce a sampled graph with sampling results that 
approximate the original graph. That is, the probability distributions 
of the properties of the two graphs should have a short distance 
between them. Here we use skew divergence (SD) to evaluate the 
difference between two distributions [32]. Generally, skew 
divergence is used to measure Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence 
between two probability density distributions that do not have 
continuous support over the range of values. Because graph 
properties distributions are not continuous—e.g., clustering 

coefficient—the two probability density distributions should be 
smoothed before computing KL divergence. We use the same 
strategy as the paper [32] [33] to smooth the distributions: 

, , 1 || 1  
To better compare the sampling results, we use the average SD 
defined in the paper, and α is set to 0.99 as in the paper [32] [33]. 
Previous work [32] has proven that SD performs better on non-
smoothed distributions to approximate KL divergence.  
In our experiment, the above eight datasets are used in statistical 
comparison. To compare computing time between sampling 
methods, we record the execution time for each method. 

Visual Comparison 
We use Gephi [34] to visually compare sampling methods. We first 
draw the original graph and use this layout for all sampled graphs—
i.e., the same vertex in all sampled graphs will occupy the same 
location as in the original graph. Also, the same vertex in all sampled 
graphs has the same color and label size as the original graph. We 
do not preserve the attributes of edges, such as edge color, edge 
weight, etc.  

Because of space limitations, only social graph data of visual 
comparison are provided in the paper. In visualization, we use the 
force-directed layout. 

Results and Analysis 

Results 
We apply the sampling approaches to the U.S. flight graph, social 
graph, citation graph, internet graph data, email communication 
graph, random graph, scale-free graph, and small-world graph data. 
In this paper, we conduct experiments using a sampling rate ranging 
from 10 to 50 percent with a 10 percent interval on all eight graph 
datasets. For each sampling rate, we perform graph sampling 10 
times, and take the average SD value for this sampling rate. All 
sampling rates are based on the number of edges. We use the average 
SD value as final results for analyzing each graph-metric. Because 
of space limitations, we do not list all individual results in this paper. 

The line charts in Figure 2 show the SD divergence between 
the sampling result and the original graph for each sampling method 
on statistical properties.  

The vertical axis in the line chart is the SD value between the 
sampling result and the original graph ranging from 0 to 1. A smaller 
value indicates more consistency between the sampling results and 
the original graph. The horizontal axis lists the graph properties. 
Each line in the chart represents one sampling method. Its value 
indicates the sampling method’s performance.  From the 
benchmark, a user who is working on a particular type of graph can 
identify which sampling method performs the best for each graph 
property for that particular type of graph.  

Figure 3 shows the visual comparison between sampling 
methods using a 10% sampling results for the Facebook graph data. 
In this visualizations, vertex label size is positively proportional to 
its degree.  
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Figure 2: Average result of the statistical comparisons between sampling methods with 10 to 50 percent sampling rates. The vertical axis is SD values, horizontal 
axis represents graph properties, and lines are sampling methods
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Figure 3: Visual comparison between sampling methods for Facebook graph data (undirected graph) with sampling rate 10% on edges. Red Circles in RE and light 
blue circle in SB show spatial coverage area of sampling results.
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Analysis 
The benchmark allows us to compare sampling methods 
quantitatively and qualitatively in several aspects. First, the 
sampling experiment on eight graph datasets help us to analyze the 
sampling results for different graph data types. Second, for each 
graph property, we observe the average SD divergence between the 
sampling results and the original graph, and then determine whether 
the sampling methods have stable performance for that graph 
property. Finally, we conduct visual comparison between these 
sampling results. We list the observations from the results below.  

Comparison between graph types 
In our experiment, we apply sampling methods to eight graph 
datasets, including random graph, small-world graph, scale-free 
graph, and five real-world graphs. We summarize the sampling 
results for each graph type by averaging the results from different 
sampling methods and then compare them. Figure 4 is summarized 
from Figure 2 by averaging the SD values of all sampling method. 
Because directed graph and undirected graph have different 
properties, we summarize directed graphs (Figure 4 (a)) and 
undirected graphs (Figure 4 (b)) separately. From Figure 4 (a), we 
observe that the sampling result of the small-world graph (red line) 
deviates significantly from both the Facebook graph (green line) and 
the U.S. flight graph (dark blue line). From these observations, it is 
obvious that graph type has significant influence on sampling results 
and should be considered when sampling graphs.  
 

 
(a) Summarized sampling results for undirected graph

            
(b) Summarized sampling results for directed graph 

Figure 4: A summary of Figure 2 by averaging the results from different 
sampling methods. (a) Summarized sampling results for undirected graph. (b) 
Summarized sampling results for directed graph. The vertical axis stands for 
the average SD values, horizontal axis represents average graph properties 
for all sampling results, and each line shows the results of one dataset. 

Comparison between graph properties 
We analyze how sampling methods perform on each graph property. 
As shown in Figure 2, all sampling methods not only fluctuate from 
property to property but also scatter along each property vertically. 
Hence, sampling methods are dependent on graph properties.  

In addition, after reviewing sampling methods’ performance on 
undirected graph and directed graph respectively, we find that only 
a few methods act consistently well on certain graph properties 
across graph types. Random walk sampling works well on closeness 
centrality distribution in undirected graphs, and induced-edge 
sampling behaves consistently well on average neighbor degree 
distribution of directed graph. Furthermore, for a certain graph data, 
some methods preserve certain graph properties very well. For 
instance, in email graph, scale-free graph, and random graph, 
random edge sampling performs consistently well in in degree 
distribution, out degree distribution, in degree centrality 
distribution, and out degree centrality distribution. These 
observations indicate that graph property should be considered when 
choosing sampling methods in application. 

Visual comparison 
Using visual comparison, we can find out which sampling method 
preserves the visual cues of a graph. We provide two criteria for 
visual comparison and analyze how well each sampling method 
performs.  

First, because the locations of vertices in the graph layout are 
fixed in our visualization, we define the spatial coverage as one 
criterion of visual comparison between sampling results. A 
sampling method that produces similar spatial coverage to that of 
the original graph is considered good.  From the visualization of the 
sampling results, we find that random sampling methods have better 
spatial coverage than traversal-based sampling, in particular for a 
small sampling rate. For example, in Figure 3, random edge 
sampling results (red circle) of Facebook cover the major spatial 
area of the original graph. However, traversal-based sampling, such 
as snowball sampling, does not produce good spatial coverage. That 
is because traversal-based sampling cannot sample far-ranging 
vertices or edges as efficiently as random sampling methods for a 
small sampling rate. For example, the snowball sampling result 
(light blue circle) in Figure 3 only covers a small local area. 

Second, clustering is an important task in graph research. We 
define another visual comparison criterion in sampling as the ability 
to preserve the size, shape, and number of clusters. In this regard, 
we observe that edge-related sampling methods (e.g., random edge) 
are better than node sampling and traversal-based sampling when 
the sampling rate is small. For example, random edge sampling in 
Figure 3 is able to preserve most clusters at a 10% sampling rate 
while random node sampling cannot. The reason is that edge-related 
sampling methods are biased towards high-degree vertices. They are 
more likely than node sampling to sample large clusters in a graph. 

Discussion and Observations 
We explored twelve sampling methods and applied those sampling 
methods to random graph, small-world graph, scale-free graph, and 
real-world graph. The graph data range from 235 to 265,214 vertices 
and from 1,297 to 421,578 edges. Eight undirected graph properties 
and nine directed graph properties are used to evaluate those 
sampling methods. Our visual and statistical benchmark evaluates 
sampling methods for their effectiveness in preserving both the 
quantitative statistical properties and qualitative visual properties of 
the original graph.  
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The initial analysis indicates that the ranking of these graph 
sampling methods is dependent on several factors, including graph 
type, desired statistical property, sampling efficiency, and visual 
requirements. Consideration of all factors will allow users to make 
more informed choices on sampling methods. If one graph property 
is particularly important in sampling results, users could choose 
sampling methods according to their rank in Figure 2. If a number 
of factors need to be considered, we have to sort the priority list of 
these factors first, and then choose appropriate sampling methods. 

Furthermore, the visual comparison of the sampling methods 
gives users an intuitive understanding of the differences among 
them. The consistent graph layout in the benchmark facilitates the 
visual comparison and identification of features for each sampling 
method. In addition, two visual comparison criteria are defined to 
help users compare sampling methods.  

Finally, the results provide insight into the effectiveness of 
each sampling method in preserving statistical properties. Graph 
type, graph properties, and visual requirements in sampling results 
are the three key factors when choose sampling methods. The result 
could help users which method to use for a particular application. 
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